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(1)

(1)-1 LTC staff review the current situation of the
implementation of the internal regulations and
the exam guidelines.

(1)-2 LTC staff identify necssary changes to be
made on the internal regulations and the
exam guidelines to ensure the effective
management of LTC.

(1)-3 LTC staff develop recommendation for
revising the internatl regulations and the
exam guidelines as necessary and submit to
the Bar Counci.

(1)-4 LTC staff monitor the level of implementation
of the revised internal regulations and the
exam guidelines

(1)-5 LTC implements training for 7th intake and
LCO activities.

(1)-6 LTC staff monitor the implementation of
training for 7th intake and adjust the
curriculum as necessary.

(1)-8 LTC staff revise the curriculum for 8th intake
based on the assessment of 7th intake
training.

(1)-10 LTC implements training for 8th intake and
LCO activities.

(1)-9 LTC staff monitor the implementation of
training for 8th intake and adjust the
curriculum as necessary.

(1)-11 LTC staff revise the curriculum for 9th intake
based on the assessment of 8th intake
training.

(2)

(2)-1 LTC staff revie the quality of the existing
textbooks on civil matters.

(2)-2 LTC staff deveop standard formats for
textbooks.

(2)-3 LTC staff and professors deveolop guidelines
on minimum contents for each subject on civil
matters.

LTC staff improve their capacity to manage LTC (inluding LCO) and implement training

The content of the training on civil matters at LTC is improved.
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(2)-4 LTC estabishes a working group consisting of
professors, associate professors and staff
lawyers for each subject.

(2)-5 The working group members develop
textbooks.

(2)-6 LCO completes textbooks for LCO.

(3)

(3)-1

(3)-2 LTC staff provde guidance on terms of
reference to associate professors.

(3)-3 Associate professors attend professors'
casses and develop lecture notes.

(3)-4 Associate professors take part in the
deveopment of textbooks (See (2)-4,5).

(3)-5 LTC staff organise meetings with associate
professors to review their activities and
discuss problems.

(3)-6 Associate professors take part in training on
the Civil Procedure Code and continuing
training seminars as appropriate

Prospective trainers at LTC are trained.

LTC and the Bar Association select associate
professors.
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(3)-7 LTC staff and professors monitor and
evaluate associate professors' performance.

(4)

(4)-1
LTC and the Bar Association assess the
current situation of the internship program.

(4)-2 LTC and the Bar Association develop
manuals for supervising lawyers and intern
lawyers.

(4)-3 LTC and the Bar Association develop a plan
for piloting new activities (e.g. mock trial,
additional lectures) for the internship program
of 8th intake.

(4)-4 LTC and the Bar Association implement the
activities based on the plan ((4)-3).

(4)-5 LTC and the Bar Association evaluate the
results of the activities and revise the
program as necessary for 9th intake.

(5)

(5)-1 The Bar Association develops a plan for
seminars for practicing lawyers.

(5)-2 The Bar Association implements the
seminars with inputs from Japanese experts.

(5)-3 The Bar Association develops the Khmer
version of the Lawyers' Handbook.

The internship programme is improved.

Continuing training is provided to practicing lawyers.
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